
Cube
Planter

Design Nola

The Cube planter is an efficient concrete design made to complement contemporary architecture. The planter’s

substantial size is large enough to contain trees, making it possible to restore plant life to urban areas covered in

concrete. The planter may be used to create pedestrian barriers or restrict vehicle access. Cube can enhance a

building’s appearance by making space for plant life in an urban setting.
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Dimensions and weight Length: 120 cm

Width: 120 cm

Height: 120 cm

Vikt: 1860 kg

Product numbers and
combinations

Ö16-37G Planteringskärl Cube, ljusgrå.

Ö16-37A Planteringskärl Cube, antracitgrå.

Ö16-37BV Bevattningstank Cube 25L

Ö16-06BT42 Bevattningstank till liten Stensjökruka och Cube 35L

Append to product number

VARIANTS

A for anthracite gray colored concrete

Standard colours Infärgad antracitgrå betong

Ljust grå betong ofärgad

Materials and surface
treatments

The planter is made from reinforced concrete.

Concrete

Concrete is cement mixed with crushed stone or aggregate. The material is very

strong in compression but fragile in tension. To compensate for this concrete can

be reinforced, often with steel. 

Coloured concrete

Colored concrete is concrete in a color other than standard grey. Pigment is

added to the dry mixture, which means that the concrete becomes coloured

throughout. Each color has its own recipe. 

Assembly and placement Freestanding

Freestanding product that is placed directly on the ground.

Assembled.

Maintenance
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Concrete

Both normal concrete and fibre-reinforced concrete are sensitive to hard edge

impacts. A concrete product that has been damaged can be repaired with

polyester filler, such as the product “Plastic Padding”.

Coloured concrete

Products made of coloured concrete are washed with a pressure sprayer at low

pressure. Damaged products can be repaired with a repair kit that is available to

order. 

Read more in our general maintenance advice at nola.se/en/care-and-
maintenance

Versions Available in a natural concrete finish or in anthracite-coloured concrete.

Character Cube is large enough to grow trees in, making it possible to incorporate plant life

into urban architecture.

Designers

Nola
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